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Abstract—This paper describes dynamic modeling and simulation results of a renewable energy based 
hybrid power system. The various energy sources such as wind/FC are modelled individually and latterly 
integrated to form a hybrid system. The developed Simulink model of hybrid system is then connected to 
11KV grid through an AC bus. The modeling of hybrid wind/ FC DG system and there affect on grid stability 
is addressed in this paper. Dynamic models for the main system components, namely, wind energy conversion 
system (WECS), and fuel cell, are developed with the help of Matlab/Simulink software. Simulation studies 
have been carried out to verify the system performance under fault condition. 

NOMENCLATURE 

density of air . 
upstream wind velocity at the entrance of the rotor blades 
downstream wind velocity at the exit of the rotor blades 
mass flow rate 
area swept by the rotor blades. 
power coefficient of the rotor 
rotor blade radius 
rotor angular speed. 
Planck’s constant 
velocity of light 
Photovoltaic current 
Light-generated current at nominal condition 
Current temperature co-efficient 
Actual and Nominal sun irradiation 
Reverse saturation current 
difference between actual temperature and nominal temperature 
Diode ideality factor 
Junction thermal voltage 
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Ohmic over voltage ; 

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays many applications in rural and urban areas use hybrid systems. The power system in this study consists of 
a solar photovoltaic (PV) array; wind turbine and proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell (FC). These 
components have very different characteristics. But when they are engineered properly, they can work together to 
generate power in a sustainable and reliable way. Fuel cell and wind together can supply constant power to some 
extent. However, because of the intermittency nature of these two sources, the power will not be delivered to load at 
a constant rate, so there will be either excess or deficit of electric power. In the case of positive balance the excess 
electricity is converted to hydrogen in an electrolyzer, and when the electricity balance is negative then the fuel cell 
will supply the deficits. Reliable electricity supply cannot be ensured because of the intermittent nature of renewable 
energy sources. Therefore, wind, solar and FC hybrid systems, which combine conventional and renewable sources 
of energies, are a better choice for isolated loads. 

1.1 Wind Generation As A Source Of Renewable Energy 
Wind energy is a renewable source of electricity obtained by converting the kinetic energy that is present in the 
moving air into electricity [3]. It is also a clean energy source that is, operating without producing carbon dioxide, 
sulfur dioxide, particulates, or any other type of air pollution. As a result, the popularity of wind energy is growing 
exponentially. In the last decade, wind has become the fastest growing energy source, gaining more and more 
acceptance, interest and use on an international level. This trend makes it possible to build larger wind farm and 
generate more power. By 2005, the worldwide capacity had been increased to 58,982 megawatts and World Wind 
Energy Association expects 120,000 MW to be installed globally by 2010. 

1.2 Fuel Cell Generation As A Source Of Renewable Energy 
Fuel cell is one of the most significant energy sources of near future it converts chemical energy into electrical 
energy. Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells are the most popular type of the fuel cells. This fuel cell use 
generally hydrogen and oxygen as the fuel. These fuels can either be directly fed into the fuel cell, or sent to a 
reformer to extract pure hydrogen, which is then directly fed to the fuel cell. 

II. FUNDAMENTALS OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SYSTEMS 
In this section, the fundamentals of wind energy generation system, PV cells and fuel cells are reviewed. 

2.1 Wind Energy System 
Wind energy systems harness the kinetic energy of wind and convert it into electrical energy or use it to do other 
work, such as pump water, grind grains, etc. The kinetic energy of air of mass  moving at speed  can be 
expressed as 

During a time period t, the mass (m) of air passing through a given area A at speed  is: 

Based on the above two equations, the wind power is 

The specific power or power density of a wind site is given as 

It is noted that the specific power of a wind site is proportional to the cube of the wind speed. 
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a) Power Extracted From Wind 
The actual power extracted by the rotor blades from wind is the difference between the upstream and the 
downstream wind powers 

From (5) and (6), the mechanical power extracted by the rotor is given by: 

Let    and rearrange the terms in (2.7), we have: 

 is the fraction of the upstream wind power, which is captured by the rotor blades and has a theoretical maximum 
value of 0.59. In practical designs, maximum achievable  is between 0.4 and 0.5 for high-speed, two-blade 
turbines and between 0.2 and 0.4 for low-speed turbines with more blades [5]. It is noted from (2.8) that the output 
power of a turbine is determined by the effective area of the rotor blades (A), wind speed  and wind flow 
conditions at the rotor . Thus, the output power of the turbine can be varied by changing the effective area 
and/or by changing the flow conditions at the rotor system. Control of these quantities forms the basis of control of 
wind energy systems. 

b) Tip Speed Ratio 

The tip speed ratio (TSR) is defined as the ratio of the linear speed at the tip of the blade to the free stream wind 
speed, is given as follows [5]: 

TSR is related to the wind turbine operating point for extracting maximum power. The maximum rotor efficiency  
is achieved at a particular TSR, which is specific to the aerodynamic design of a given wind turbine. For variable 
TSR turbines, the rotor speed will change as wind speed changes to keep TSR at some optimum level. Variable TSR 
turbines can produce more power than fixed TSR turbines. 

c) Wind Energy Conversion System
The principle components of a modern wind turbine are the tower, the yaw, the rotor and the nacelle, which 
accommodates the gear box and the generator. The tower holds the main part of the wind turbine and keeps the 
rotating blades at a height to capture sufficient wind power. The yaw mechanism is used to turn the wind turbine 
rotor blades against the wind. Wind turbine captures the wind’s kinetic energy in the rotor consisting of two or more 
blades. The gearbox transforms the slower rotational speeds of the wind turbine to higher rotational speeds on the 
electrical generator side. Electrical generator will generate electricity when its shaft is driven by the wind turbine, 
whose output is maintained as per specifications, by employing suitable control and supervising techniques. In 
addition to monitoring the output, these control systems also include protection equipment to protect the overall 
system [5]. 

d) Wind Turbine Output Power V/S Wind Speed 
When the wind speed is less than the cut-in speed (normally 3-5 m/s), there is no power output. Between the cut-in 
speed and the rated or nominal wind speed (normally 11-16 m/s), the wind turbine output power is directly related to 
the cubic of wind speed as given in (8). When the wind speed is over the nominal value, the output power needs to 
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be limited to a certain value so that the generator and the corresponding power electronic devices (if any) will not be 
damaged. In other words, when the wind speed is greater than the rated value, the power coefficient  needs to be 
reduced (8). When the wind speed is higher than the cut-out speed (normally 17-30m/s) [4], the system will be taken 
out of operation for protection of its components. 

2.2 Fuel Cells 
Fuel cells (FCs) are static energy conversion devices that convert the chemical energy of fuel directly into DC 
electrical energy. The basic physical structure of a fuel cell consists of two porous electrodes (anode and cathode) 
and an electrolyte layer in the middle. The electrolyte layer is a good conductor for ions (positive or negative 
charged), but not for electrons. The electrolyte can either be solid, such as PEMFC and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) 
or liquid, such as molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC). The type and chemical properties of the electrolyte used in 
fuel cells are very important to their operating characteristics, such as their operating temperatures. The polarity of 
an ion and its transport direction can differ for different fuel cells, determining the site of water production and 
removal. The electrochemical reactions take place at the electrodes to convert chemical energy into electricity. Note 
that anode is the electrode from which electrons leave (negative) and cathode is the electrode to which the electrons 
are coming (positive). The most commonly used fuel for fuel cells is hydrogen and the oxidant is usually oxygen or 
air. Nevertheless, theoretically, any substance capable of chemical oxidation that can be supplied continuously (as a 
fluid) can be used as fuel at the anode of a fuel cell. Similarly, the oxidant can be any fluid that can be reduced at a 
sufficient rate. Among different types of fuel cells, SOFC, PEMFC and MCFC are most likely to be used for 
distributed generation (DG) applications [8]. Compared with conventional power plants, these FCDG systems have 
many advantages such as high efficiency, zero or low emission (of pollutant gases) and flexible modular structure. 
In the following, an overview is given on the operating principles of the above three types of fuel cells. 

2.2.1.1 PEMFC  
The hydrogen molecules are broken into electrons and hydrogen protons at the anode with the help of platinum 
catalyst. The hydrogen protons pass through the membrane (electrolyte), reach the cathode surface and combine 
with the electrons, which travel from anode to cathode through the external load, to produce water. One of the 
advantages of the PEMFC is its high power density and high efficiency (40-45%). This makes the technology 
competitive in transportation and stationary applications. Another benefit is its lower operating temperature 
(between 60°C and 80°C) and because of this, the PEMFC has a quick start, which is beneficial in automotive 
applications where quick start is necessary. 

2.2.1.2 SOFC 
 SOFC is a high temperature fuel cell technology with a promising future. Based on a negative-ion conductive 
electrolyte, SOFCs operate between and  and convert chemical energy into electricity at high 
efficiency, which can reach up to 65%. The overall efficiency of an integrated SOFC-combustion turbine system can 
even reach 70%. Despite slow start-up and more thermal stresses due to the high operating temperature, SOFC 
allows for internal reforming of gaseous fuel inside the fuel cell, which gives multi-fuel capability to SOFCs [8]. 
Moreover, their solid nature simplifies system designs, where the corrosion and management problems related to 
liquid electrolyte are eliminated. These merits give SOFC a bright future to be used in stationary applications.  

2.2.1.3 MCFC  
MCFCs use a molten mixture of alkali metal carbonate as their electrolyte [8]. At high 
temperatures , the salt mixture is in liquid phase and is an excellent conductor of  ions. At the 
cathode, the oxygen and carbon oxide combine with the electrons flowing through the external circuit to produce 
carbonate ions . At the anode,  ions are deoxidized by hydrogen, and electrons are released at the same 
time. These electrons will have to go through the external circuit and then reach the cathode surface. 

III. MODELLING OF COMPONENTS FOR HYBRID SYSTEM 

3.1 Wind Turbine Generator Model 
According to the principle of aerodynamics, output power characteristic of wind turbine is described as follows: 
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The tip-speed ratio of wind turbine is written as: 

The aerodynamic torque can be expressed as: 

 The torque coefficients which is given by: 

The fitting functions of   is obtained by: 

Where, ,…, is the undetermined coefficient according to characteristic of wind turbine. 

Figure 1: Dynamic model of Wind Turbine 
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Figure 2: wind turbine characteristics 

Figure 3: wind plant output voltage

3.2 Induction Generator Model  
3.2.1.1 Stator Voltage in Stationary Reference Frame 

3.2.1.2 Electromechanical Torque developed by machine 

                                                                                       
3.2.1.3 Stator Winding current in terms of qd component 
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Figure 4: Dynamic Model of I.G 

3.3 Fuel Cell Modelling 
The PEMFC model designed in MATLAB and Simulink for this study. This model is built using the relationship 
between output voltage and partial pressure of hydrogen, oxygen and water. Fig. (6) shows the detailed model of the 
PEMFC, which is then embedded into the SimPower Systems of MATLAB as a controlled voltage source and 
integrated into the overall system. The relationship between the molar flow of any gas (hydrogen) through the valve 
and its partial pressure inside the channel can be expressed as [10] 

For hydrogen molar flow, there are three significant factors: hydrogen input flow, hydrogen output flow and 
hydrogen flow during the reaction [10]. The relationship among these factors can be expressed as 

According to the basic electrochemical relationship between the hydrogen flow and the FC system current, the flow 
rate of reacted hydrogen is given by [10] 

Using (19) and (21) and applying Laplace transform, the hydrogen partial pressure can be obtained in the s domain 
as [10] 
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Assuming constant temperature and oxygen concentration, the FC output voltage may be expressed as  

Now, the Nernst’s instantaneous voltage can be expressed as 

Figure 5: Efficiency of fuel cell plant 

Figure 6: Dynamic model of fuel cell 
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Figure 7: Voltage and Current waveforms of fuel cell plant

Figure 8: DC and AC voltage waveforms of fuel cell plant

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
In this chapter simulated results for various types of interconnections are presented during line to ground fault 
condition on grid. Stability is being determined under the following conditions: 

(i) when wind plant is connected and not connected with grid 
(ii) when fuel cell plant is connected and not connected with grid 

4.1 Wind Plant Connected With Grid During Diferent- Diferent Faultcondition 

Figure 9: Simulink model of wind plant and grid during fault 

a) LG Fault : 
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Figure 10: voltage and current waveform on grid when wind plant is not connected  

Figure 11: voltage and current waveform on grid when wind plant is connected 

b) LL Fault : 

Figure 12: voltage and current waveform on grid when wind plant is not connected  

Figure 13: voltage and current waveform on grid when wind plant is connected

c) LLG Fault :  
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Figure 14: voltage and current waveform on grid when wind plant is not connected  

      

      
Figure 15: voltage and current waveform on grid when wind plant is connected 

Table 1: values of voltage and current before and after connecting wind plant under normal And faulty condition 
Without wind plant With wind plant 

V(nom.) 11.2Kv 11.7Kv 
I(nom.) 850A 750A 
V(fault) 6.4Kv 6.9Kv 
I(fault) 7340 Amp. 7320 Amp. 

Figure 16: graphical representation of different values 

DISCUSSION-1
Fig.10 and 11 shows voltage and current waveforms when wind plant are not connected and connected with grid 
during L-G fault respectively. Single line to ground fault takes place on grid for 0.5sec. During fault we have 
analyzed the parameters such as voltage, current and checked the system stability. It is clear from the above fig.4.3 
that voltage profile is considerably improved after wind plant interconnected with grid, whereas value of current is 
reduced as compared to fig. 11. The combined waveform of voltage and current for both conditions are shown in 
fig.4.4. The various data’s of voltage and current are shown in table 1. These values are being represented by 
plotting a graph. After connecting the wind plant system to the existing system we can say that power system 
stability is being improved by 1.078%.   
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4.2 Fuel Cell Plant Connected With Grid During L-G Fault 

Figure 17: Simulink model of fuel cell plant and grid during fault 

Figure 18: voltage and current waveform on grid when fuel cell plant is not connected 

4.2.1.1 LG Fault: 

4.2.1.2 LL Fault: 

4.2.1.3 LLG Fault:  
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Figure 19: voltage and current waveform on grid when fuel cell plant is connected 

Table 2: values of voltage and current before and after connecting fuel cell plant under normal and faulty condition 
Without fuel cell plant With fuel cell plant 

V(nom.) 11.2Kv 11.650Kv 
I(nom.) 850A 758.46A 
V(fault) 6.4Kv 6.665Kv 
I(fault) 7340 Amp. 7332.45 Amp. 

Figure 20: graphical representation of different values

DISCUSSION-2
Fig 18 shows voltage and current waveforms when fuel cell plant are not connected and connected with grid during 
L-G fault respectively. Single line to ground fault takes place on grid for 0.5sec. During fault we have analyzed the 
parameters such as voltage, current and checked system stability. It is clear from the above fig.19 that voltage profile 
is considerably improved after fuel cell plant interconnected with grid, whereas value of current is reduced as 
compared to 19. The combined waveform of voltage and current for both conditions are shown in fig.19. The 
various data’s of voltage and current are shown in table 2. These values are being represented by plotting a graph. 
After connecting the fuel cell plant system to the existing system we can say that power system stability is being 
improved by 1.041%.  

V. CONCLUSION                                     

This paper shows the impact of hybrid power system on the stability of large power system. The dynamic modelling 
and simulation results of a renewable energy based hybrid power system which consists of wind turbine (WT) and 
fuel cell (FC) systems for power generation has been presented. The various energy sources such as wind/ FC are 
modelled individually and latterly integrate in Matlab/Simulink software. The developed Simulink model of hybrid 
system is then connected to 11KV grid through an AC bus. Simulation studies have been carried out to verify the 
system performance under fault condition. Simulation results shows that after combining wind, solar and fuel cell 
power the system stability has been considerably improved  as compared to using independent  wind / fuel cell 
power. 
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